. The
Choleski decomposition is very useful in many numerical linear algebra problems.
In particular it provides a useful numerical technique in the matrix square root formulation of the Kalman filter [3] . .
S~J=l
,4C P Consider the problem of computing the triangular decomposition L" of the modified matrix
given the decomposition L of P. The decomposition L" must satisfy the
First consider (5) and (6) for the case of i=l. in this case
The first column of the modified matrix L' is easily computed from (7) and
The second term on the left of (9) can be computed from (7) as
(1(10)
Substituting (10) into (9) and combining terms gives
j=2 J=2
F where
Similarly, (6) can be written as
Substituting from (7) for trie second teria on the loft of (14) And combining terms gives i 2
Equations (11) and (15) 
An alternate decomposition of positive definite matrix inq possible. Let L be a unit lower triangular matrix, i.e., having ones alung the diagornal. Then a poi Litve definite matrix P can be written ac 
can be derived in a manner parallel to the previous .decomposttion.
algorithm. The algorithm is as follows. Consider the measurement zk to be a scalar since the vector measurement problem can always be reduced to this case, see [3] .
In this scalar case
Hk is a row vector, R; is a scalaa, and Pk i8 nxn.
In the matrix square root formulation of the Kalman filter given in [3] , (27) is the inversion of a matrix plus a dyad which is simply expressed by the method of modification given in Householder [4] . This gives 
Thus (33) is in the proper form for application of the first algorithm.
In addition to the above computations the state estimate given by (26) must also be computed. Some manipulation shows that (26) can be written
Now consider t.he numerical efficiency of the application. The execution of (31) and (32) takes n(n+].) (mult). 
The use of the second algorithm and execution of (34)-(38) requires 2n 2Tn (mult) and n (div).
The application of the second algorithm results in fewer operations than either our present algorithm or the first algorithm presented above plus the benefit of having a covariance square root which is tr5.angular.
Ii, root of the covariance matrix the square root of the inverse covariance matrix may be computed. The updating of the inverse covariance matrix is given by (27).
since the inverse covariance is also positive definite, write
Again considering scalar measurements let u and ck = hR. Then (40) and (42) at a measurement update requires about n2+5n (mult) and n (div) using the second decomposition algorithm.
The specification of (40) and -1 (42) as the measurement update equations requires that Lk/k.1 be computed at a time update. In the special case where there are no process dynamics, i.e. we are estimating constant parameters, and there is no process noise k so that no additional computation is required to obtain k/kl Although this is a special case, it is of interest in the bias filter pot.tion of the WSHR BET program where the measurement biases are assumed to be constant in time.
VI. APPLICATION TO KALMAN FILTERING III. The use of the second triangular decomposition algorithm in the WSMR BET, which is an extended Kalman filter, has resulted in a significant increase.in numerical efficiency, however, the motivating factor ."or the development and use of this algorithm was for the application described below. VII. REFERENCES:
